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TALKS

Luster, Guthrie's Wife:Mur- The Public Meeting Last
derer, Jailed There.
I the
Night So Decided.

BRIGHTENS UP

r of

"VOL 22, NO. 100

.
-SEEMINGLY CRAZY WANT QUARANTINE
•

led a modified quarantine to protect
1 the business interests of the city and
alleviate the pains from those abroad
1who have been misinformed about
1 Paducah, and t
other- towns which
seem to thinic Paducah the dumping
I ground for all corners. He surprised
Italians Rebel Against Hospital.
audience when he said that there
Considerable trouble is had with
t,were only two members of the presthe-Italian community at Good Hope,
ONLY SMALL NUMBER
! set bard of health legally elected, as
ix—
near the Mississippi Valley HIS STRANGE CONDUCT
i non of the members who were electOF NEW CASES REPORTED
COMM
ITTEE Ta AGE
road,' a short distance above New Ored by acclamation which was not, in THOUGHT WOULD STICK
LED TO HIS ARREST.
COUNCIL FOR annol'inin7.:710N
leans. An emergency hospital ha4
accordance with the s:atue regarding
TO ORIGINAL PROPOSAL
been erected but the Italians are in
second class cities, and trusted that
Comment of Surgeon Von Exdorf rebellion
againnt it, and there is not Was Caught
the mayor would call the board toin Ogden Where He was
After Visiting Originally Insafficient police force to compel them
Yesterday the Board of Health 'Once gether to elect new ones
properly.
Says Also That in End Witte
Making Love .to a
to submit to the regulations. It is
fected Quarter.
Will
More Refused to Order Such
Dr. Murrell spoke against a quaran
Gladly Accept Japan's Modinot impossible if conditions fail to
Woman
tine
and
safr;r
e should look to and
Restriction.
innirove
that
fied Terms.
the
government
have faith in the state board of health
will be asked to send a force of
for protection as they understood
HOPE FOR COMPLETE
troops into the parish above New CAN GIVE NO
the business and situation. He said
CESSATION BY OCTOBER Orlean
LOSS OF BUSINESS THE
s to enforce obedience to offieven a poor quarantine would cost BARON KANEKO TO
REASON FOR HIS CRIME
cial authority.
ONLY MOTIVE APPARENT the city heavily.
AGAIN VISIT ROOSEVEL'"
Dr. Ehlert left here today and was
Dr. Horace Rivers read the law in
New °clasps, Aug. as.—the early joined by Health Officer
Aucoin, of
which the state board could raise any
Elkton, Kys Aug. 25.—The examinreport of the fever situation today Assumption, at Shrieve
The matter of quaranting Paducah, quarantine a city might establish.
r. They will ing trial
of Percy J. Luster, who
was encouraging. There was a small go to Bayou Boeuf
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 25.—M
to investigate murdered
issuing of health certificates, etc., is
.
Charles K. Wheeler was asked for Fukutorni,
ti, wife at Guthrie, has
rep:NI of new cases and only one conditions tlhere.
the correspondent of the
D
creating much talk in the city just at his opinion on the quarantine quesChiussaignac been set for
death daring the night. That was yesterday discovered
September 2.
Osaki Ashishirnbun, talked today rea large number
Sheriff Gill, in an interview said: present. It is all "much ado about tion and he said- that second class garding the -unexpected
the case of an Italian woman, Mrs. ef cases at Bayou Boeuf.
development,
nothing."
They had "buster readied
cities had a right to establish a quar- of the
Russo, hying in Tchoupitolas street. not previously been
Ogden Tuesday evpresent week. He said:
reported because ening, and
Yester
antine
day
foreno
by
on
ordinan
the
ce.
board
of
'he Was arrested Thursday
She had been ill for five days, but there is no physician
"The real reason for the adjournat the settle- evening. .He
Mr. Egan, superintendent of the Il- ment
confessed his crime to health, per call of Mayor Yeiser; held
called no doctor. Neighbors discov- ment. The focus was
until Saturday no one save the
a meeting to hear the -eport of him- linois Central railroad, was very emestablished a woman named
Maxie Everette. He
ered her in a moribund condition.
commissioners can know," he said,
through
communication
between confessed to her that
self and Dr. Sights relative to their phatically against Paducah establishbe had killed his
Surgeon Von Ezdorf visited the Bayou Boeiel and Patterson.
"but it is a safe assumption that
wife at Guthrie. The v•-ornan than visit to Cairo. Their report was in ac- ing a quarantine and related instances President Roosevelt
original iy infected quarter today
Prof. Robert Boyce, of Liverpool,
was the most
said she talked to him and asked him cordance with the statements in yes- where yellow fever broke out in the important factor.
and, after a thorough survey, ex- has had a conference with
His interviews
Dr. War- what he did it for,
terday's Register concerning the visit most rigidly quarantined districts,
and 'he said lie
preened the opinion that exception- ner, and has agreed to fill
with Baron Korniura and Baron Rosen
some lect- didn't' know.
which was caused by the hobo or and
He decided then that in question.
ally fine work had been done there. ore engagements. He
the visit of his special messenwill speak at he was going to
There was a discussion of the re- tramp which there is no way of guar
San Francisco. She
ger tp Pkertamouth undauntedly
Dr. Berry, who is slowly regaining Temple Sinai Mbnelay night.
port,
antinin
in
g
which the board of health
against as long as trains are greatly
says that he was very restless and
hie strength, has been pkaced in
influenced the action of the
Complaint has been made to Atmembers and others took part with allowed to operate. He further said
charge of the office in this district.
envoys. Mr. Roosevek is certainly
torney General Guoin of the treat- did not sleep much; that she left the the result that
that
the
railroad employes on trains doing
after the proposition
room which he was occirpying at one
Dr. Wbite Said today that he had ment of a party of civil
everything that lies in` his
of Cairo as to naming new parties to would assist in the.inspection of the
engineers time and upon her return she
found
power to bring about a happy terreceived advice, from the Italian in- engaged to assist in
building the him down on the floor
issue
passen
health
gers
and would notify the Pa- mination
certificates was received
playing with
apectors below Canal street that ex- Iron Mountain' road betwee
of the conference, which
n Eudora, 'his revolver.
and filed, the request was refused and ducah 'officials in time to meet the
has apparently been in danger of\
citement aenong the members of the Ark., and Gilbert, 1.1.
no change made in this regard.
It has taken
train
when
there was any person des cgring to
race was subsiding, that in many the party four weeks to get
an adrupt close.
from Bay
The board also again refused to nned to get off at Paducah from the
cases they were yiekling to appeals City, Tex., to Eudora.
Caress
ed
Revolv
er.
Ldoks
Strange.
At McGhee, The
order
infecte
a
quarant
d
districts.
ine, the general view
cylinder and the cartridges
not to scatter into other sections, and Ark., they were kept in
"It is strange that Japan should.
their car ,for were lying
being
that
On
motion
such
of
Mr.
an
Chas.
order
the
Rieke
would
not
on the floor. She said
that they were showing themselves thirty hours without water
have consented to any cornpronsise
or food, that he
was sitting on the floor play- only be injurious but costly to the committee was named to request the which does not give her veitribursemore anwnable to the regulations. in the belief that they had
come from ng with the
council to guar.-amine the city. Its
pistol, caressing it, and City.
This is considered a most hopeful New Orleans. ment and the Island of Sakhalin. We
A
Public
Meetin
g.
she
was
afraid
sign.
he
would do her
have always believed that they would
•
After the adjournment of the board
(Continued on Page Four.)
some harm, and she told him that he
Senator McEnrey visited Dr. Whitt
stick to their original proposals. M.
oasts to go to the hotel. She said there was a move put on foot
today and discusaed the situation
Roosevelt very politely suggested
he left the house and went to the by the advocates of a quarantine for
with him, offering any services he
the latest Japanese proposition hut,
a
public
meeting at the council chamhotel. The officers arrested him at
could render to aid the Federal aumuch as they wish to please the
the lyitel at the desk while he was ber last night to take action relative
thorities.
president of the United States, I do
to
asking the council to order a
not expect that the Japanese envoys
PROJECTORS OF CAIRO ELEC- writing to this woman. This woman qttaran
tine and to proceed to enforce
notified
the
police,
called
in
a
will . alter their proposition in the
private
TRIC LINE ARE STILL
BY OCTOBER i.
the
DROV
same.
E JAMES HOW; COLOR- slighte
• •••
•detective and told. him about his pest degree.
HOPEFUL.
The call kir this meeting drew to
ED, INSANE YESTERDAY
culiar actions, and that she couldn't
"It is my opinidn that Witte will
Authorities Hope For Complete Cesthe
city ball last evening a hundred
AFTERNOON.
get rid of him. She said he seemed
in the end gladly accept the modified
sation of Yellow Fever.
to want a companion, wanted some- or more business and professional
terms of Japan. He may insist for
Thought Now the Enterprise Will
men
and the mooted question was
body to tell his troubles to.
the
New Orleans, La., Aug. 25.—If all
time that Russia will not pay inCentainly be Financed in New
The detective then went to inves- agaissalieggeneid,pro and con.. There And by His Antics pit CreV/4 UMW *muffs,in any form, but he wiH
houses are properly disinfected and
were
York.
several talks made relative to
Alarm on the South Side Before
tigating. and telegraphed to Guthrie.
eventually agree to a money payscreened there are reasonable hopes
She said at first she thought he was the city failing to quarantine being
Arrested.
of a complete cessation of yellow fement of some sort.
,injuri
ous to the business of the city,
under the influence of whisky, but Os
ver on or before October I was
National Pride.
The project to build an electric ter he made this confession he acted other places having placed an embarthe message of hope given by Sur"Ae I understand it, Japan does
go on the city's traveling men, etc.,
geon White to the meeting that filled railway from Paducah to Cairo is a very queerly. She said that after he
The west end of Broad street yes- not wish to keep the Island of Sakthan the had been there hvo days, and even 'end there were some strong talks terday afternoon was a scene of halin because of its value, but simply
S. Paul Episcopal church and over much liver enterprise
.
against
the city taking any such acpubiic may think because of the de- the first day he was there, lie inas a nutter of national pride. This
which Bishop Sassums presided. If
tion as being one which would do no much activity and excitement. By
the citizeres will hut do this, the doc- lay in the begining of work there- sisted on her going with him to San
the actions olf James Hope a tall yel- pride has in the past suffered begood
and be a heavy expense besides. low
tor said, they will deserve_the com- on. Though the projectors have met Francisco. He had a ticket to San
negro, about soo people were cause of Russian aggression and my
with irony disappointments in the Francisco. The officers at Ogden The result oil the meeting was the brough
mendation of the civilized world.
t to the scene. He was full of people desire as much as anything an
naming
of a committee to visit the
Dr. White said the federal medical futherance of the enterprise—these have this ticket now in their posescoke and was doing some curious acknowledgement on the part of Ruscouncil and ask that body to pass an
officers were now engaged in making disappointments handicapping and sion. Luster tried to get the money
stunts in that neighborhood. He was sia of Japan's position among the
order
for a quarantine. The gentledelayin
g
Chem
in
the
on
matter
this
ticket,
—the
but did not succeed
peaapparently as crazy as a bed bug. powers Of the Ipirmd(k
a complete sanitary survey of the
men named on this committee were
When first seen he was wandering
city. It was their purpose to acquire ject only sleeps with the fairest as- in geting it. He bought this ticket
The Japanese, thetefore, 'feel .that..% •
Messr-.
H. C. Rhodes, D. W. Coons about
no matter how many billions of dot- \
statistics covering e•nry habitable surance of awakeoing soon in the at Salt Like City. He begged this
in
uncons
an
cious
conditi
on.
and Chas Rieke.
portion of the municipality. Dr. hastiest and 'healthiest of condition. woman to go with him, and she said,
He was running and jumping like a tars Russia may consent to pay. \
In accordance with ethe action of
"Why
Mr.
don't
J.
you
J.
stay here. This is
Frundlick, secretary of
White appsaled for cortesms treatgoat: He was Taking a tour of all Sakhalin should not be given up. Mr.
this meeting it is likely that an early
ment of and co-operation with his the company has again gone east to a good, live town." The woman said
yard premises, going into residences, Fukutotni seems to voice the opinion
call
'for a joint meeting of the counfinally
he
further
admitt
the
to
ed
her
that
effort to finance the prohe was
inspectors. He said the service was
jumping fences and doing other crazy of educated Japanese in the city.
trying to locate every locus. That ject. He left the city with brightest a defaulter, and that he was wanted cil boards will be issued by Maroc antics. Women and children were so
yeiser. -It was said last night that
was necessary if the campaign was to prospects—in fact the fullest as- in Tennessee. He told her that he
badly frightened that they fled from
•
Go To Manchester.
this
call would be made for tonight,
surance—of succeeding of any of his was a defaulter in an amount over
succeed correplotely.
their houses seeking safety among
Portsm
outh,
N.
H.,
Aug.
25.—Ba
rtripes. In fact a gentleman interest- Vim. He didn't specify any com- but as Mayor Yniser is in Memphis the neighbors. The news of the ne- on Komura and four members of the
ed
in the enterprise yesterday said pany. He didn't say whom he had and can hardly get home before to- gro's strange maneuvers spread rap- Japanese
peace commission left
Run Down.bnkriown Pod.
to
The
Register that Mr. Frundlicla been working for. He then told her night the call will more than likely idly on the South Side causing 'num- Portsmouth for Manchester, N. H.,
The urgency of co-operation was
be
made
later.
bers of people to quit their work and today to visit the extensive cotton
evidenced by the fact that only today would surely succeed this time in that he wanted to avoid arrest. TItat
go to the rescue of their families and mills in that city. Mr. Takahira, who
a hitherto unknown focus in a gener- the wishee of himself and his as- was his one object.
Committee% Instruction.
was to have made the trip, did not
ally infected section was discovered, sociates or meet with the greatest of
In naming the committee selected neighbors.
all
of
these disappointments. kle
Wanted to Get Away.
The
telepho
go.
The party will return from
ne
was
a focus that the service had been
put
in
action
visit the council it was instructed
He told her that he was afraid to to
.nil Captain NVoon says that he re- ntanche-ter tonight.
'catching for for some time. At the was free to say he but little feared
notify
to
the mayor and general coun
stop and that he wanted to get farcennd about six messages inside of
beginning rf the fight the doctor said any disappointment.
cil that the people of the city insist
ther
away.
finally
tiro minutes. Officers Hessian and
She
that
said
be
'buildi
The
there were too of these urricnown foci,
ng of this eleceric line as
To See Family.
Oil
them
passing an ordinance giving
Churchill of that beat were s000 apfive times the number that the Hav- proposed would 'be a great thing in- decided he would stay there, and she Paducah a
Magnolia, Aug. 25.—Baron Rosen.
modifie
d
quarant
ine
rrised of the existing circumstances who came down from Portsmouth
ana authorities admit won't, swamp deed for Panircali and that section went with him to a ticket broker to asainst infected
yellow fever districts snci gave
chase to the negro. They yesterday afternoon to spend a few
them and created an epidemic in that of Ballard county through which it see if 'he couldn't dispose of his ticket, and to arrang
e matters so that health risotto
] him to Island creek, where hottrs with hi, family, left this nrirncity. The record shows, • he said, is to pasts. There is no better sec- but that they would not give him any- certificates issued.
here will be ac- he had jumped
iifto the water. Hope ing on the train at 8:45 o'clock.
what had been accomplished in run- tion of country in the state than Bal- thing for it. He then came back to cepted in Illinois
and Tennessee.
the
house
with
her
was rescued soaking wet and coinand
she
then
lard
-fling them down.
county and no richer field for
meetin
The
g was called to order by plooly
adorned with mud. The paIt is anticipated that when the au- business. Not only would such a asked him about bow much money Mr. Ben Weilk, who
Kept On Run.
was elected per to lmen held him until
he
had
He
had
a
little
over
jao.
the arrival of
thorities feel that their system is road touch The most fertile of farmOyster Bay, August 25.—Baron
manent chairman, lie announced the
the patrol wagon, when he was es- Kaneko, who
perfect there will be an effort to ing landls, but several live towns.. It She said s-he told him he couldn't live reason for calling
has been acting as inthe meeting.
corted to the police station. When termediary
weed eut the cases of malarial and will be a day for much congratura- there without employment, and that 'Talks pertinent
between the Japanese
to
the
object
of
he
then
decided to no out to try to
dengue fever from actual yellow fe- tion when it is settled the road menthe riveting were made by Chairman the negro's 'pockets were searehed a government and President Roosevelt
Lox partially filled with cocaine was in convey
ver. and when that comes to pais the tioned is to be built and one of re- get employment. He came back and Weille, M. Sanche
ing to the president mesz, Messrs. Louis found
on him. lie was locked up and sages and information relating to the
evidence will be ckar of how suc- oicing when actual work is under told 'her be had got employment witin and Charles Rieke and
Ernest
Lackey
a telephone company. She said that
his conduct and sanity will be looked peace negotiation, will
cossful has been the work of con- way.
'be here again
night he was very restless, and at one and others. All spoke in behalf oficom into this morning.
trolling the disease.
today. The precise nature of his mismercial
interes
ts
of
the
city,
saying
Tfit number oil people who had sion is not disclosed.
Gov. Blanchard continues his ef- WANTS FESSENDEN'S SCALP time she woke up and he was% stand- the trade the wholesa
le merchant had congregated
ing at the bedside looking down lipon Broad street yesterforts to keep the wheels of trains
labored so zealously to obtain from
day afternoon was the largest ever
moving in Louisiana. lie has pet Representative Gaines Blames Him on her. She stated that this frighten.. Illinois and Tennes
A FISTICUFF.
see was, because seen there at one
es? her. She didn't like his looks. He
time. Several laltiniself into communication.with
For Tobacco Errors.
of
the
positio
n
of
the
city,
being
looked wild, and she asked him what
dies were ( n the verge of nervous Indulged in Yesterday By
railroad officials wherever there is an
an Archine was doing, and he then commenc- wasted on the four winds. It took prostration on account of the ;exciteinterruption to service. and has as- 'Washington, Aug. ass—Re
tect and Contractor.
presen- ed to talk about wanting to go on to years and years to gst the trade and ment.
.certaintol. that the roads are anxious tative John Wesley Gaines
is gunning San Francisco. Next 'he admitted to it is drifting away fast and could not
to maintain service if permitted to for Mn. Feasenden,
Yesterday morning in the office of
the assistant her that he killed his wife in Guthrie. be easily regained.
Janitor for the Carnegie Library.
do so by the various communities. statistician of -the department of
Archite
ct 0. D. Schmidt in the FraNr.
Sanche
z, who is president of
agri- She stated that he did not give any
The governor expects to get the culture, under -whom, Secreta
ternity building Captain B. B. Davis,
the Traveling Men's club, named the
ry Wil- reason for killing her .
The office of janitor for the Carne- the architect of Louisvi
Memphis, Helena and Louisiana in son says, the errors in
lle, and Mr.
different towns that Paducah travel- gie
the June to"1 have the note and some poetry
library will soon be declared va°petition again in a day or two. Un- bacco report were Made.
'there now in nay possession that he was ing men were unable to reach in Ten cant on account Of the resignation of George W. Katterjohn, the cotriracless 'he succeeds many people in may be good reason why
,
Mr. Wil- writing to this woman at the time ness and Illinois on account of the the present janitor, W. T. Gleason. tor of this city engaged in a personal
North Louisiana who depend on this son retains Mr. Fessenden
encounter but 'were soon separated.
relationship these towns had towards
in his he was arrested." said Sheriff Gill."
whose declining health causes him to The police depart
line will suffe, for the Lieceissaries ,nf department, hut
ment issued warPaduca
h
on
account of being an be unable to serve
I know of none,"
longer. His suc- rants; for a breach of the peace.
"open town." Ite said that evident- cessor
said Mr. Gaines today. Mr. Gaines
Stamp collectors will profit by the
will he selected at the SepPresnfent Sontilinn,
ly the physicians and lawyers did not tember
stare says he dodo not lay much blame separation of
meeting of the library board
Norway from Sweden. underst
hoard, will go to Patterson, Inas on Whatever to Secreta
Recent pictures of the czar and the
and the quarantine situation and alread
ry Willson. whom AN t stamen; that bear the portrai
y many applicants for the czarina indicate that both have aged
t or they would do
Saturday to investigate Conditions he considers, "fair,
something to re- position have been received.
honest
and of King Oscar ceased to be vaned on
All within the last year. This, however.
there. The people of that town would courageous."
lieve the conditions.
must furnish references and give ex- is more true
of the czarina than of thet
-o
W. P. Hummel stated that he want perience,
age, etc.
awn
.

Was More Encouraging.

.11MM•1111111•16.01

like the state board to take
entire
charge and it may do so. The Pat.
terson fever is so mild that with
sufficient physicians and nurses and
a
strong executive head it in though
t
the danger of fatalities can be minimized.

FEVER SITUATION
'
At New Orleans Yesterday

AP
3E-

2.

PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY f MORNING, AUG
UST 26.

Declares Government Consented to Compromise.

1_

lirin course. The proposed comae
can not be pat into execution before another week, owing to the time
necessary to communicate the final
demands of the sultan.
•
An official communication says
that unanimous approval was giveet
to the instructions to be sent to the
French ntinister at Fez, St. Rene
Taillandier, and to the subsequent action to be taken to compel the sultan
PARIS GOVERNMENT
to give complete satisfaction.
THREATENS MOROCCO
The nature of this \action is not
disclosed, but it is known that it contemplates the military occupation of
sultan Stubborn Through Hope That a Moroccan town near the Algerian
frontier. The latest officivl advices
The Kaiser Will Assist Him
front Fez show that the sultan conAgainst France.
tinues to hold the Algerian a mi
.soner.

A NEW WAR CLOUD

the facts in regard to yellow fever, so
thoroughly has its nature beep investigated' and the means of transmission described, that it has been robbed of its terrors. These forts canTHE THEORY TAKEN IN CON- not be
preached too often, WU conNECTION WITH YELLOW
fidently. The yellow fever theory
FEVER.
not merely explains the prevailing
conditions throughout the South, but
it explains the phenomena of past
Facts Known to- Science Makes the epidemics, and makee.it possible to
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE
Mosquito Idea as Reasonable
TRANSACTION
deal with it intelligently, successfully OF ANY
KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE
As Fertilization.
HANDLED
and wthout fear.
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH
EQUIPMENT; EXPERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE.
EITHER CALL,
MRS. HANNA SERIOUSLY ILL. TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
If one would realize the difference
between a yellow fever epidemic now Widow of Late Senator Is Prostratand of the days before anything was
ed by His Death.
known about the mosquito transmission of the disease, says the LouisCleveland, 0., Aug. 25.—Grieving MECHANICS' A/415 FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—R
EAL ESTATE
ville Post, one has only to compare over the death of her hutband, the
ACT MAY EFFECT
DEPARTMENT.
OUT IN GRAVES COUNTY
the daily progress-of the epidemic in late Senator M . A. Hanna, Mirs.
THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR
New Orleans this year with the ter- Hanna lies in at her summer cottage
Scarlet Fever in Mayfield—Negro ror that existed
in 1878, not only in at Bar Harbor, Me. Her health beArrested on an Ugly Charge.
New Orleans, but throughout the gan to fail shortly'after the senator's
Paris, Aug. 25.—The action of. the
South and through a large portion of death and early this year her physicFrench government in deciding to
(Mlayfield Mirror, 24th.)
ian recommended complete rest and
the North.
•
=lake a mi?itarY
demonstration
M. B. S. Hunt went to Cerulean
sea
air. She went to Bar Harbor,
In
187a
the
_pr.oplr—acese-oaatending
against the sultan of Morocco unless Springs today
to assist Mrs. A. A. with an unknown
Le releases a Franco-Algerian citi- Streit in bringing Mr.---Strelt
enemy. Little where for a time the change benefithome. progress had
been made at the treat- ed her, but a reaction set in and she
zen whom he holds in prison may Itor. So-et
is helpless wth rheuma- ment of
Do you want a first class job by an
the disease for a hundred became seriously ill, being confined
have a momentous effect on European tism.
•
years, though it is true that early in to her bed for weeks. Advices repolitics. It is possible that it may • . That dread dsease
of children, scar- tire
expert workman? If you do take
nineteenth century there were ceived today say that .she is recovbring forward again the dispute be- let fever, is again in
our midst and epidemics in
ering.
Philadelphia and New
tween France and Germany which the parents of our city want to be
It to
York, and nothing approaching an
for a time threatened to be the cause careful where their children go.
Dr. epidemic in that
latitude, or any latiof war.
Hunt, the health officer of the city,
It is known here that the obstinacy reports the child of Mrs. Staten, near tude near- it, for seventy-five years.
of the sultan is caused by his hope the woolen mill, and the child of Mr.
Nevertheless, in 1878, both in the
that Germany will give him aid. Out- B. H. Cobb, near .the college, have treatment of the disease, and in the
224 Broadway,
attempts to prevent an epidemic, the
wardly the German government is it.
Paducah, Hy.
giving sanction to the measures
medical
world
was merely experi(Mayfield Nressenger, 24th.)
'which are being taken by France, but
Jake Courtney, of the Dublin sec- menting, and the yellow fever seemthe probability that confidences are tion, submitted his cases oefone Judge ed to evade all efforts, succumbing to
being exchanged between Berlin and Webb Tuesday and was fined $so nothing at all but frost. There was
Metchnikoff, chief of research
the Moroccan capital has caused each in two cases for selling whiskey no time from the outbreak of the at the Pasteur
institute of Pgris and
grave fears to he felt in France.
fever until the coming of frost when one of the most
without anthority.
eminent biologists of
May Cause Czar to Yield.
Chas. Wilson, colored, was arrest- any progress was made in reducing the day, has reached the astonishing
The turn that affairs' have taken ed here a day or so ago, on a war- its virulence or restricting its area. conclusion tat
the span of human
may also have its effect on the Rus- rant from Calloway county charging
The situation today is altogether life may be largely increased.
so-Japanese peace negotiations. It is him with seducing a girl under 12 different. There are men today
In the September McClure's E. A.
who
'hinted here that the proposal for a years old. He was taken back' to the sneer at the mosquito theory,
as there McFarlane describes in a paper which
peace conference was consented to scene of the crime.
are men who sorer at vaccination is the outcome of a' series of interby the Russian government in the
NVill Whtson, known as Grant- for the eradication of smallpox. To views with Prof. Metchnikoff, the disfirst place only because of the seem- sec ‘Vatson, aged about eighty-four many persons it seems prepostero
us coveries and investigations which
ing imminence of a conflict between years, died at his home near Backus- that the mosquito should be
the chief, give warrant for the scientist's belief.
France and Germany, a 'struggle in burg Tuesday, of the infirmities of if not the sole, means of tnanomitti
Prof. Nfetchnikoff's latest investing
which Russia, because of her rela- old age. He was well known in his poison from a poisoned body to
a gations have shown that old age as
tions as an ally of France, might have community and leaves a family. His healthy body, there to have
it gen- we know it is practically a disease.
been called upon to join.
burial took place Thursday at the erate and repeat its evil 'history, and just as, tangible and conquerable as
When the Franco-German was Watson grave yard.
yet .here is nothing surprising in it any other human ill, and one against
cloud passed over, it is -aid the
to those who know anything about which the body should be able to talli-400+444-14+++++++++.H-1.-14
++++++++
kaiser arranged a meeting with the
the fertilization of plants, Rowers and arm itself with weapons as effective
JILTED LOVER SUES GIRL.
czar for the purpose of reassuring
fruit. They know that the pollen is as those which science raises againo
him on the European situation. As a
Objected to Pastor's Attentions and carried from one plant to another by bubonic plague or diphtheria.
result of this interview, it is dethe bees, and carried a great distance.
The discovery of the pathological
She Broke Engagement.
clared, the czar sjeccled that he would
It is one of the most interesting, one nature of old age is the outcome of
not pay an indemnity to Japan, a
Of Padur^h, Kentucky,
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 25.—Miss of the strangest, and one of the Mietchnikoff's discovery, some years
step which he was thought willing to
Mary J. Wilson, a prominent society most poetical stories M all nature, ago, of the function of the Phagocytes
Capital and Surplus $1155,000i
take when the peace conference was
girl of Jennings, a fashionable suburb the fertiliaztion of plants. It seems (white corpuscle, of the blood),
first arranged.
of St. Louis, is made defendant in a incredible, as one reads it, but it is whose activity in attacking and deIt is argued that. now that the
breach of promise suit for $25,000. dememstrated. It is in harmony with vouring the hostile microbes that en- ED
P. NOBLE, PRES.
'Moroccan affair is again to the front,
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
The suit was filed by Adolph Krels, &II the known laws of life. It ex- ter the system is the measure of our
Russia may reconsidef her decision
phains
a
thousand
facts
which are in- immunity from disease. In observing
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
one of the founders of the Presbyternot to pay an indemnity rather than
ian church at Jenningto in which both explicable standing alone.
these inicrosecoklic "watch dogs of
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your
have the war go on.
deposits. Pays
The transmission of poison by the bloat" the astonincheng discovare prominent workers.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits..
Safety boxes in fire
Kreis alleges that they were en- Means of the mosquito has in it noth- ery was made that certain diseases,
French Issue Ultimatum.
, gaged to be married months ago, but ing 50 extraordinary as the fertiliza- notably the "atrophies," not only proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You carry
your owe
As the result of a special meet- she has constantly refused to carry tion of fruits and flowers. We know were not combated
by the phagocytes, key and no one but yourself has
access.
ing of the council of ministers today out her part of the agreement though that the houseflies carry disease from
.
but were actually caused by them. It
it was announced that a military he was alvqys,
and is now, ready to one place to another, from one room was s-een that certain physical condidernonstraton will be made against marrir heisf
to another. We know that even the tions cause a perversion of the acMorocco unless the sultan promptly
A f
runner of the suit of today ordinary mosquitoes do poison the tivities of the macrophages (a variety
yields to the French demands for the cause a sensation in the church
, and 'harmlessly. in of phagocyte). which then turn their
last blood minute))
releaoe of the French-Algerian citiwhen the pastor, Rev. Mr. Top most cases, but in some cases serious- attacks upon the body itself and deDAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
zen, a merchant named Rouzian, who
, had Kra. arrested. Mr. Top- ly, and in the case of the yellow-fev- vour its cells LS voraciously as under
was unjustifiably arrested at Gharb ping complained to
This fine modern hotel is now open under as, new
the county au- er mosquito, it doer only what by normal conditions they destroy fora Moroccan town on the Algeri
thorities that Kreis had threatened nature it bar ahvays been doing
eign microbes. From this discovery manage
ment for:guests at the
frontier.
to take his life because of his attenThis theory throws a flood of light it was but a step to recognize the
Instructions were sent to the tions to Miss Wilson.
The case was upon past epidemics. especially upon analogy between these phenomena
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
French minister at Fez. St
ene dismissed, as the pastor was prevail- the epidemics of 1878. We are to re- and the state
called
"old
age,"
which
Taillandier, to make a final
d im- ed upon not to precute.
call the fact that there have been is nothing more than compound atroVery best accommodations at reasonable:rates
perative demand on,031,41illtan. The
Kreis' petition is extremely short. many revolutions during the past phy.
ninisikero,ma& friieiffned that if this alleging simply that
Miss Wilson has twenty-seven years, not in medicine
So far, the most positive results
demand should be refused the entire failed to live up to
CO.,
alone, but in mechanics and domestic obtained have been reached along
her contract.
personnel of the legation was to delife. 'We modern telephone dates lines of prevention 'rather than of
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
part from Morocco and a military
WEDDED HIS HALF-SISTER. from 1870, but in 1878 we were just cure. One of the causes of the permovement would simultaneously bebeginning to introduce the telephone nicious activities of the macrophages.
gin along the Algerian frontier.
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
Couple Live Four Years in Ignorance in Louisville. In 1878 there were no is the microbe of puterfaction in the
It is the intention of the military
electric street cars anrwhere. There digestive tube, and this, it was
of Relationship.
authorities to occupy a Moroccan
were no electric lights, except in the covered, may be rendered innocoun
border town, probably Oujda owing
Wabash, Ind., Aug. 25.—.Josiah workshops of the inventors. In by the microbe of the ferment which
to its strategic command of the route Hoag
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
today informed the county 1878 there was not a trust company causes milk, to sour. A search in
and
to the Moroccan capital. However, clerk
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON
that the marriage license issued in Louisville, and our manufacturing Europe discovered the healthiest miEXPOSthe officials are confident that the to
Charles Hoag and Bertha McVea business was in its infancy.
URE AND THEN RETAINS I1S WHITENESS; does
crobe of this variety inhabiting the
sultan
yietd before the threat of was fraudulent
not beThese references are made merely kefir milk of the Bulgarian mounbecatve the two are
come dark and discolored.
using military force.
his children, being half brother and 10 show that we are living in a
taineers, who are the kingest lived
Army at Morocco's Door.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
sister. They were married four years ferent world in 1905 from that of persons on the continent. With this
The demonstration as planned is
ago, having come from Ohio.
1878. There were no agencies that corroboration of their theory, Prof.
somewhat similar to that which an
The courtship was made before the could grapple with yellow fever. The 'Metchnikoff and his co-workers imAmerican squadron made at Tangier
two learned of their relationship. Af- raitroads were left with the newspa- ported quantities of the Kefir milk,
to compel the release of Ion PerchSOLE AGENT, Ifiog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
ter four years of married life the pers to fight it out atone,* except and established cultures in their labearls, who was captured by the banyoung man fled, abandoning his wife where the medical societies and the oratories. They are experimenting
dit Raisuli.
and sister because OA rumors. lie medical profession. each physician in upon themselves by drinking generThe French authorities deemed a
sought to have his father make affi- his own locality, did what could be ous)y every day of milk fermented
naval demonstration inexpedient owdavit denying the relationship of the done to cheer the hiving, soothe the by this microbe, and are able to
ing to possible international comtwo, but he refused.
dying and bury the dead.
'encouraging
chronicle
results.
plications resulting from other counA divorce will be secured. The
Now a different edict goes out from Whether or not a continuance of the
(Incorporated.)
ties sending warships to observe the
father is a respectable farmer and medical headquarters. The enemy is diet will firing the professor to the
demonstration, hilc a military moveGener
al
Carta
ge Business,
until today the secret was kept, with known. Its means of travel are "hundred and forty years" which Bahfnent against Morocco would be
Pi
but few rumors gathering strength known. The metbods of protection fon set down as the natural span of Superi
or Facilities for
largely a police measure, not involvOffice
This is the first case of the kind in are known The difficultieft of shield- nian"s life, time only can tell. How
ing the general political question of
this state. The unusually married ing a whole community are great, to hold the insurgent macrophages Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
French authority in Morocco.
couple\had no children.
but they are not insuperable. A sense to their normal function is the un- And Household Goods.
The presistent refusal of the sultan
Both 'Phones ii
of security has led to neglect, and solved problem for the scientists, but
to yield, 'however, might compel the
WALKED OFF THE BOAT
poison
the
imported
into
been
has
other roads have been opened which
French to advance further than a
New Orleans, hut even in New Or- approach the subject from different
border town.
Audrey Stalls Drowned From Cum- leans. after three months, there have direction' and with great success.
France is tohe only power capable
berland River Steamer.
been less than 200 deaths, and there
of executing a military derrainstration
have been 1,400 cases, so called—
'without transporting troops, as there
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. 25.—Au- many of them, no doubt, were mala- ANOTHER RESPITE FOR HOCH
is a large force of French and native
Chicago. Aug. 24.--Johann Hoch.
bry Stalk, a white passenger on the rial attacks. Everything in a year
Algerian troops now stationed in Al- steamer
murderer, and alDunbar, was drowned near that develops yellow fever has the ap- the convicted wife
gcaia close to the Moroccan bormulti-bigi
leged
mist,
received anothDover, in the .Cumberland river. pearance of yellow fever. The death
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerder. The French headquarters' is nt Stalls
er lease of life today when Justice
Wa on his way to Dover from rate tellS the story.
LaNa Marnia, sixteen miles from the
Magruder, of the Illinois supreme
Center Furnace, Ky., and was said to
In 1878 a boat coming from New
Alloro'ccan town ioof Oujda, the occupa- be
under the influenc'e of whisky. He Orleans, bringing its cargo of unno- court, granted a writ of supersedeat.
tion of which would place the French
was last seen alive Tuesday night, ticed mosquitoes, distributed them all Hoch's case will now be taken up by
within 200 miles of the Moroccan a-sleep
on the coal pit of the boat, along the Mississippi and Ohio, far the highest law tribunal in the state. Office Phone 369,
Residence Phone 726
capital of Fez.
and it is thought that he walked off above Cincinnati. The trail of that
Alton
Judge
demoParker.
B.
late
Sultan Looks to Kaiser.
the boat into the river while trying boat could be traced, but these new
Germany has tiros far approved the to retain
candidate for president, will be
to the cabin. His disap- cases did not themselves produce crati:
one of she attorneys to make arguFrench demands for iredvese, but pearance
was not noticed until the other eases in this climate, Yellow
fears are expressed in some quarters following
Melt in the noted case of S. B. Hart
day. The body was recov- fever was brought here, but it died
that the sultan will refuse to yield
man against John D. Park & Co. set
ered at Canton, Ky.
here. A ofosquito here has nothing for hearing in Maysville September
in the hope of securing the aid of
to feed on. The sril to which it car- 14. judge Parker 'takes the place of
Gesmany.
Another attempt is to be made to ries its poison does not develop that
the Hon. Elihn Root.
Practicality all the leading powers bore the Rocky Mountain
range west poison. The poison dies under our
have approved the determination of of Denver,
We Write Anything.in Insurance
in Summit county, for a climatic and atmospheric conditions.
'At the head of the class, Elk'.'
the French government to adopt a mining and railway
tunnel
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COLEMAN'S CASE Che 6reat Order Of Masonry.
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The New Moline

SACTION
:ANDLED
NT; EXieR CALL,

s
The
peech of Past Grand
WILL BE REHEARD AGAIN TO'
Master hovered over the country he lived to
John R. Smth, of Tennessee, at the tell hie story to his dear loved ones
DAY IN THE CITY
Masonic barbecue at Medina, Satur- around his own fire side. ,
COURT.
day last, says the Jackson (Tenn.)
Founded on the Bible.
Weeig-ef-the-Sehinet., is such a splenSurely there must be sonic vital
Accused Does Not Want to Go Back did exposition of the virtues of the force in an institution that 'has outnoble order, that it is worthy of pub- hived kingdoms and dynasties, wars
to New Orleans—Charge
lication:
and revolutions, prejudices and,fanatAgainst Him.
iciems, and is today a potent factor
The Address.
Ladies and Gentlemen and Brethe' in the affairs of mien. I answer it is
because this grand old instituton of
ren of the Masonic Fraternity:
•• The second hearing to be granted
ours is founded upon the Holy Bible
brethren
3eihen
my.
elected
me
Walter Coleman will iseeetweardettrire
and permeated with the principles of
morning before Special Judge David grand master of Tennessee they placmorality; with charity as its corner
ed
upon
my
brow
a
crown,
royal
or4 Cross in police court. Coleman is
stone,
and love as the key stone that
namented
with
the
jewels of their afthe young I. C. flagman who was arbinds our sacred arts.
fection
and
conferred
upon
flue
the
rested here a few days ago at the
Free Masonry has its secrets, it is
instance of information received from highest honor that can be bestowed true,
but they are useful only as a
erre-heart
nevwill
News cans c ar
means
of self prote-ctioa. Its priner
cease
beat
to
with gratitude to
ing a fugitive from justice and being
ciples are not secret, its charity is as
them.
When
called
upon
I
always
implicated in a systematic robbery of
broad as the wants of humanity, its
box cars. When he was first brought try to respond as best I can.
love encircles the globe, its splendid
Twenty
Thousand
Tennesseeans.
into the city court he agreed to resteeds shine like jeweled stars in
I am called upon today to speak
s
turn to New Orleans without a relands of choicest night, its heavenly
for
twenty thousand Tennesseeans,
4 quisition and no other proceedings
brightness illuminates the firmament
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE Ott
towarde his defense was made and he grxrct men and true, and I must there- of
bigotry and hate, it is the adfore
speak the truth. I am no speakwas ordered held to await the arrival
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
vance guard of civilization, the harof officers to take him in charge. er end you who know me clhe not exINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILL
binger of concord and the blessed
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
Since that time, however, Coleman pect a speech from me and I will not messenger
of peace. Free Masonry
concluded that he did not want disappoint you. But I wile say what
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SURcheers
the
heart
of widowhood, it susRIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.
ice return to the yellow fever districts is acknowledged all over the Union
tains the helplees orphan, it soothes
and refused to return without requi- that the best coat work in all of the
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
the distressed, it brings peace and
THE CITY
sition papers. He employed Hon. world is done in Tennessee, and if
consolation to the bereaved, it minWE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,
'Hal S. Corbett as his attorney, who chapters and comrnanckries else- isters
to the sick and the dying, and
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
at once filed a motion for a new hear where exceed those in this state in
when at last death enters the home,
ing, which was granted. This morn- esoterics it is a late thing and I have
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
it solemnly and reverently consigns
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
ing the case :sill be laid before Jerdge not heard of it. But why should it the
remains of the deceased brother
Cross .and Attorney Corbett will ask not be so? Tennessee through Fosto Mother Earth, there to await the
that Coleman be released from cds- ter gave to the general grand chapresurrection morn.
'
tody.
ter of the United States its system of
Protection
Women.
of
Detectives R. B. Stubbs and F. Ken work and through Connor to the
Pure and gentle womanhood, is the
ner, of New Orleans, are expected to grand encampment its ritual of the
especial ward of Masonry. Who
return today from Frankfort where Red Cross. the Temple and of Malta.
they went to secure the necessary And for half a century Tennessee wears the square upon his breast is WIFE BREAKS A MAN'S NECK.
the sworn protector of female innopapers for taking Coleman back to craftsmen have been the peers of the
cence.
Woe to the despoiler of wo• Louisiana. While in the city they best workmen in this country. And manhood, for upon him shall fall the Story of Murder Disclosed by Little
were with Detective Moore and the for fifty years or more, too, TennesTennessee GUL
,three called on the wife of Coleman see Masons have held higher rank in swift reward of Masonic justice.
Nor time, nor peace, nor wealth can
el to get any information possible re- fields of literature and jurisprudence. shield
Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. 24—The
him from the avenging angel,garding Coleman, but she refused to and to assure you of this I need but
little daughter oi Mrs. John Lea, late
talk to the officers on the subject. mention the names of Tannehill, Fra- with a flaming sword. In all ages ly a widow by the supposed suicide
She would not even tell when and zelle and Wheeler. Blackty and How- and in every land Masonry has stood if her husband, a sawmill man, who
where she was married to Coleman. ell, Connor and Foster, Ingersoll and like a mighty rock in defense of wo- resided near Cleveland, Tenn., today
SOLE AGENT FOR
man', spotter, honor. Free Masonconks-sect to her grandmother at Mur
Rumpus and Morgan and Price. The
ry stand!: for the home, it stands for
LUZERNE COAL.
ray, Ga., where she had been sent on
CAUSED BY A
writings of these brethren have shed
pure womanhood, it stands for chiva
visit,
that
lustre
on
the
state
and carried as alric
FORTUNE TELLER.
her mother and James
manhood, it stands for liberty Hix, also a sawmill
fame 'se. far forth as goes the Shibman, who boardjustice under the law. Every Ma,
and
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Shooting of Kathleen Morgan by boleth of Free Masonry. And in the
ed at the home of the Lees, killed
son is charged to be true to his
Mrs. Beatrice Young in New
her father.
fields of politics today we point with
Lump and Egg
country and just to his government.
. .
Bushel
York.
The story is one of the most repride to the names of James D.
Nut
To avoid anarchy and the mob and
Bushel
Richardson, Robert L. Taylor, Edw.
volting in criminal annals of Tennesat all times and under all circumNew York, Aug. 25 ---.The next time W. Carmack, Jas. B. Frazier, Joseph
see. Lea was found hanging by a
SEPTEMBER
DELIVERY.
that your wife begins to insinuate E. Washington, Finis J. Garrett and stances to uphold the power and maj- rope which was attached to one of
esty of the law.
that you are not ail that you should many others.
the beams of the sawmill, his neck
Lump and Egg......13 Bushel
If I were an artist I would chisel
bet ask her if she has been going to
broken. A coroner's jury pronounced
Great Men of Past.
Nut .
.
..... 12t Bushel
exquisite
enduring
and
marble
in
the
the fortune teller's. that may exAnd what a roil of honor can be
h:m a suicide. Then Hix and Mrs.
ORDER
collossal
perfect
figure
woman.
a
of
NOW.
plain it all. Mrs. Beatrice Young, made of the name, of Tennessee's
Lea disappeared. The little girl dewho is now in jail here, was inform- free efasone who have departed this I would put the light of kindnes9 in clares Hix held her father while her
ed by a fortune teller that her hus- life. Fero of all, a past grand mas- her eyes, 'the kiss of love upon her mother broke his neck with a weaband was untrue to her. By expend- ter, an ex-preeident of the United lips, and the warmth of sympathy in pon, Hix telling her where to strike.
ing several hundred dollars in addi- States!, whose name has become a her cheeks, and I would cut into her They threatened to kill the child if
glowing face the sympathy of a thoutional consultations she was able to household word throughout
she told, according to the little one.
the sand hearts, and with
an artist's
get an accurate description of her ri- length and breadth of our common
Hix has been arrested at Spring
touch
mein
would
I
and
give
the
her
val. Then, as a stenographer in her country, that great Tennessee-an who
Place, Ga., and officers are looking
husband's employ corresponded to at New Orleans with his little band cast of sovereign love, and in her for Mrs. Lea at Sherman Heights,
the description, she Minted up that of Kentucky and Tennessee patriots great, her gentle, her protecting arms T
Tenn,, where she i5 visiting.
young person in the writing room of drove hack into the sea one of the I would have her in syrnipbolic form
embraeing
laden
the
the
heavy
of
the Imperial Hotel and shot her in grandest armies the world has ever
the back. She is now anxious to seen and prsxeaimeel to the nations earth and drawing with tenderness WRECK CHURCH;
downcast on her heaving bosom.,
KILL PRIESTS
have the fortune teller admitted to of the earth that by the
eternal the
on the base of this grand symand
are her in the jail in order that she America would be free. We are proud
bol I would cut in the chaste marble, Buddhist Lamas Attempt to Drive
I
Ntay had out what is likely to be the
of the name of Andrew Jackson.
Christians Out of Province.
tsult of her trial. Possibly that
There is another name upon our in letters of living fire, these words,
.iight not be a difficult question. Ac- roster, the name of one who left the which have been committed to all tele
Vancouver, B. C.. Aug. 24.—Word
ending to the most credible and cap- vine-clad shores of his loved France ages and now encircles the cycles bf
is received by the Empress of China
e,* testimony, the woman she shot to draw his %word in behalf of a rime, "Free efiasonry."
of an outrage in Yuman province.
True and Tried.
was .absolutely innocent, end her hus hberty-loving but down-trodden pen-.
Free Masonry to me has a peculiar showing the revival of fanatical anLaud will too buy, working fourteen ple. Bright from that roster gleams
Found. My love for it is as immeas- tagonism to awistian colonization.
flours a day, to keep his wale in what the name of General Lafayette.
urable
as is the influence of the order Official icevicee reaching Pekin state
pasees for comfort in New York, to
Jas, K. Polk, under whose admingood.
To be a true Macon is to that a mob of ',ono buiddlest Lamas
for
bother about any other woman. Fur istration an empire was added to the
thermore, he is a small, distressed union; and Andrew Johnson, the be a true man, and a true man is by a pre-concerted arrangement to
man, with an everlasting look of anx- great commoner, were presidents of God's ideal of perfection. I revere drive the Christiana nut of their
the names of the noble founder!: of province, attached the various French
iety On his face, and stingy, yellow dee United States.
order. I honor the names of the Romen Catholic establishments on
the
whiskers that are turning gray. A
Sam Houston, John Bell, Phelix
tine lothario he—with no income but Grundy and Wm. B. Bate, senators noble exemplars of its teachings in the coast of Sawaho, wrecking one
all the ages, and love the brethren church and killing many priests!, the
that he managed to get by funning and statesmen all. ,
they may be found. With number being variously stated at be:wherever
Aenographic offices in two hotels. In
'John Sevier; Robert L. Caruthers,
10CAH REAL ESTe• r e.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASIF
Masonry
rank
and title are of no tween eight and twenty-three, with 49110
jail his wife admits that she had no John C. Brown and Albert S. Marks,
MONTHLY
PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
others
woencled.
actual- evidence of her husbaad's and A host of others, whose names ap- avail. We look alone to the man:
KETIT'UCKY
REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRJC LIST
The
French
minister
at
Pekin
has
guilt. • She merely noticed' something pear upon the roster, were honored Far back in the
dim and shadowy made strong protests to the Chinese
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
cuspicious in his conduct which she eey their fellow citizenv and were
!past our noble work begun,
rniniseer, demanding effectual punishcould not define. The fortune teller honors to Tennessee Free Masonry.
17.DG 12 W. WISIT1EMOIL1L. PeLdv,ah_
There were present two kings with ment.
•:lid the rest. And between the silly
National Representatives.
diadems and an humble widow's
woman and the faking fortune teller,
As it is with a state, so it is with
,
To Be Precise.
the thing was brought to pass that a nation. .Most all of our greatest
Around the same broad trestle boaro
How brown you are, Miss Bostwill probably cost the life of Kath- men, from Veashington to Roosevelt,
With equal rank they stood
ing! You've been in the sun lately,
leen Morgan, the stenographer. The were Masons. Of hte 37 signers of
And planned the work for the ages,
haven't you?
doctors at the New York hospital the declaration of independence, fiftyCLEANLINESS
For man's eternal good.
How preposterous! The snit is not
say that she has about one chance in four of them were Masons, and in
In our rank!: tibroughoot the ages,
accessible
five to recover.
is
a
to us by any method of
necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
the war which followed every generSince that eventful day.
al of the ContinentJ..rm' was a Ma- Great kings with crowns, and wid- travel. I've been in the sun's rays,
of Happiness.
if that's what you mean.—PhiladelBIGAMY WAS HIS BUSINESS
con. St And'rew's lodge was closed
ows' sons,
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
phia rr6s5.
and the brethren clothed themselves
Have worked'the self-same way.
comforts
of life you should equip your
Accused of Marrying Many Women for the Boston Tea Party, and it was Now far removed from the shadowy
No Heat Now
for Their Money.
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
these Mhasone who lest the patriots
past,
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
that dumped the cargo into the sea.
with a snowy white, one-piece
Our work is still so done,
ew York, Aug 25.—An indict- Masons have always been found in And we crown alike with love today Painting done now. will stay painted
*Steedsad• Porcelain Enameled Lavaif
the
we
do
work.
en t charging bigamy was found the forefront of every battle around • Then kings and that widow's son.
Warren & Son, ths North Sixth.
tory and have running hot and cold
yesterday against Dr. George A. Witz the world for the advancement of
Phone 34I-A.
hoff, a dentist and chemist, who is man.
water as desired at your touch.
What She Lost.
claimed by the police to have a matMasonic Relief.
We have samples in our showroom
Lost—A gray leather chatelaine,
Henry Mannnen, jr., the reliabla
timonial record in nearly every large
On every field of battle the Mason- containing a talcum chamois, two
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
and will gladly quote you prices.
American city. Four women have ic distress sign has ever brought aid
been found who allege they were wed and comfort from the ranks of the handecerchiees, one of them folded, a Job and Edition binding. The only
card case with half a dozen of the exclusive book binder in Paducah
fled to him and abandoned after hav- enemy.
girls'
and seventeen other persons' Library work a specialty.
ing parted with all the money they
In the war between the states one
possessed. Witzhoff has not been of Gibson county'e gallant sons lay cards, a nail file in a burnt leather
seen in New York for several months spent and bleeding on the field of bat- case, a book of street car tickets, two
ut the attorneys who are at the tle, this life's blood slowly ebbing checks for circus seats, a watch attad of the prosecution claim to have away; the cavalry and cannon were tached to a small fob, samples of five
varieties of organdy, a library ticket,
clew to his whereabouts.
The real estate agents, has Si75.000
dashing over the wounded, dying a pencil without any point, an
.
address
According to the police, complaints and dead, crushing the tile out of
worth of city property for sale and
have been received from Chicago, St. many of them; when with a heroic book, a silver stamp box, a little pack
thirty-five
farms; also three safes.
Louis, Philadelphia. Kansas City, struggle he 'ac enabled to make that age, ribbon or lace, a bow for the
hair, a piece of paper of pins, a much • Houses for rent.
Pucalo and Cleveland against a man distress sign, which has never yet
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
Telephone, old. reds.
answering tothe doctor' description, hiked to be answered. A cavalryman folded envelope with a letter inside,
CAMP.
three wire hair pins, a photograph
. :te
dismounted, the arm of blue encircled moimted on a calling
card,
a
small
The feature 14 Wednesday's sese the waist of gray; placing the woundeion of the American Bar Association ed man upon his horse he carried him bottle of alcohol for mosquitoes, Ca
•
at Narragansett Pier, was the address to a place of safety, and with hie can- purse containing twenty-three.cents.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
of President Harry St. George Tuck- teen, from a nearby 'brook, he —Society Ad. in St. Joseph (Mo.)
OFFICE T20 NORTH FIFTH ALL
CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
er. He discussed recent legislation brought water and cooled his fevered Gazette.
r.fr.
1. 1 .
and the desirability of a high stand- brew and piarched lips, and when the
TELEPHONES
For
perfection
and
purity
smoke
are of professional ethics.
white winged •angel of peace again Elk Dream sac cigar.
Residence sed,
me en
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had better have more concern about
the real plague at home than the
plague in the South.
People who haste never had taperPUBLISHED BY THE
IREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. ience with a quarantine cannot ap(Incorporated)
preciate the annoyance and troubfe
Ilkt Register Building, 323 Broadway. that it brings, and if Paducah ever
has a genuine quarantine one experJAMES E. WILHELM, President.
ience will be enough to last a life
JOHN WIL,HELM, Treasurer.
time. Where there is rea' danger it
!ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
would be well to quarantine, but at
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- this time the danger is too remote
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. for the question to receive serious
consideration. It is to be regretted
Terms to Subscribers.
that any of the traveling men of PaCne Year
$5-00
. Leo ducah should have to suffer incontix Months
Lae venience, but there are others to be
Three Months
to considered in the matter as well.
One Week
'Memphis has a rigid quarantine,
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to and all will agree that its experience
The Register office at once. Tele- twenty-6ve years ago fully justifies
phone Cumberland 318.
ther present course, yet on the other
hand we find Nashville and Louisville with open doors and Paducah
can well afford to be in their company.

THE REGISTER

CHURCHES SUNDAY.
Saturday Morning, Aug. 26, raos.
Sun Rise Services at the
Cumberland Church.

1.

First

WAS A WALK OVER
The Indians Treated Alices
Shamefully Yesterday.
SOUTH WAS IN THE
BEST OF FORM

The Indians Hit Well and Fielded the
Same Way—Easy Victory
Following.

AT BENTON THE
L. A. L.'S WIN A GAME

Vincennes was given a good heating in the second game of the -series
at league park yesterday afternoon
South was in rare form, allowing but
two hits, one a single and the other
a double.
Nine hits were secured off Duggan,
Vincennes' star box artist. He was
exploded in the fourth inning. With
the bases full Potts sent a fly down
in right field out of reach of Forney,
clearing the bases, but he was caught
trying to get home.
The Indians played a perfect fielding game. McClain made a sensational catch on the run within a Ivw
feet of the left field fence.
Governor J. C. W. Beckham. a
great baseball enthusiasz, enjoyed the
game immensely.
If Paducah wins today the team
will be tied with Vincennes and the
odd game to decide the championship of the season will be played on
neutral grounds, unless arrangements can be made ilor it to be pulled
off here Sunday.
The score by innings:
Innings
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 ia—r Is
Vin.
000000000 0 2 3
Paducah 00050003x 89 0
Batteries—Duggan and Matteson;
South and Land. Umpire, Zinkin..

TheStarting Time
DISFIGURED
t WITH ECZEMA
Brushed Scales from Face Like Powder—Under Physicians Six Month!
But Grew Worse — Some Said
Face Would Be Marked for Life—
Now Without a Blemish.

CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS.

j

OF ANYTHING IS THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT. FOR
THE MORE TIME YOU HAVE THE GREATER SHOULD
BE
YOUR SUCCESS. DO YOU EVER INTEND SAVING?
IF SO,
WHAT ARGUMENT CAN YOU SHOW FOR NT SAVING NOW?
THE SOONER YOU GET AT IT THE BETTER FOR YOU AND
THE LARGER YOUR SUCCESS WILL BE
DO YOU THINK YOU CAN SAVE WHEN YOU ARE MAKING
MORE? IF YOU DO NOT SAVE SOMETHING NOW OUT OF
YOUR PRESENT INCOME, YOU WILL HARDLY SAVE WHEN
IT HAS GROWN,LARGER, BECAUSE YOUR
DESIRE
WILL
CROW AS YOUR INCOME GROWS. BETTER
FIND
ROOM
FOR SAVING NOW. ONE DOLLAR WILL START
AN
ACCOUNT.

•

"As I was a sufferer with &merits
I write to tell you what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedies. In B. M. SCOTT,
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
six months I had
------ • --President. Vice-President and Manager.
tried three doctors,
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
but did not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my..
feet so thick that
I could hardly put
a pin on me without touching eefr 4 zerna. My face was
covered, my eyebrows came out, and
then it got in my eye. I then went to
another doctor. He asked me what
227 BROADWAY.
I was taking for it, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
good thing, but that he thought that
my face would be marked for life. But
Cuticura did its work and my face is
now just as clear as it ever was.
"My brother-in-law told me about
the wonderful Cuticura remedies.
I took his advice and got the Ointment,
Soap,and Resolvent. I washed with
the Cuticura Soap and then applied
the Ointment, and took Cuticura
Reeoh:ent as directed. In a short
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Resolvent I could brush the scales
off my face like a powder. When I
Admission—General, asc; Grand Stand, 35c Box Seats, 6oc.
had taken four bottles my face was as
clear as ever.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
"I told all my friends about my
GAME
CALLED AT 3:30 P. M.
remarkable cure. I feel so thankful
I want everybody far and wide to
know what Cuticura can do. It ia a
sure cure for eczema. (signed) Mrs.
EmmaWhite, 841 Cheerier Place,
Camden, N. J., April 25,1906"
ailifille&l& S
Enigma Tiestmana for wiry
TELEPHONE 546
=
eirs:
w

Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank

Open Door Versus Quarantine.
There will be a sunrise prayer serv
The effort to have Paducah estab- ice held in the Cumberland Presbyter
lish a quarantine looks to the average ian church Sunday morning at 6:3o
person as a case of "much ado about o'clock. This is a special service for
nothing," and ninety-five per cent. at all the young people of the city. It
is one of a series of union meetings
least, of the population of this city being held to
promote Christian felare paying no attention whatever to lowship among the young people of
the tempest in x teapot. If Paducah Paducah. We earnestly .pray that
must really quarantine against some- the young people of all societies be
thing let the police department get present at this important service.
Following is the program:
busy and run every tramp and trifling
Lord's prayer.
negro out of the city and include the
Song—"Nearer My God to Thee."
Song—"Never Alone."
white vagrant too. Then let the
Prayer—Rev. Niveeya; of Persia.
health department clean up the city
Scripture lesson—Psalms 19 and 34.
and invite all respectable people to
Song—"Calvary".—Miss Katherine
come and tarry with us.
Hovenden.
Sordid selfishness is at the bottom
Prayer—Pierson Lockwood.
Song—"Tell Mother I'll Be There."
of all of the hullabaloo that efforts
Short testimonials.
are being made to raise: Every busiRemarks by leader.
•..
alma of
A Waterloo For Benton,
lie. per Oda
ness has its obstacles and difficulties
may b• IIstai
I THE THIRD REGIMENT STATE
nssi
Sentence prayers.
The L. A. L's. journeyed to Benand things wiL occur that will curGUARDS IS AT CAMP
sr'
2
.
2iscwiiesimeara
Song—"Onward Christian Soldier." ton Friday afternoon with the reg-u—T...
tail the profits oi some, and if the
YEISER.
Benediction—Rev. Niveeya.
lar team, the "old reliable Dick" on
Tennessee and Illinois scares happen
the slab, and showed the Benton
Sunday at the Tenth street Chris- boys how the national
to hamper a few of the local houses,
game is playWill Take Up Routine Work Today
tian church there will be Sunday ed, they rraking eight
Klimit & Opzzolo's Scenic and Comtakliese while
that is no good reason why the tax—Many Visited City Last Night
scliool at 9:30 a. m. and communion Benton chalked up
edy Masterpiece
nine goose eggs.
payers of Paducah should have to services at It a. m. A full attendance
—The Staff Officers.
Dick was, invincible, not a Benton
pay a hundred or two of dollars a of all officers and members is request player
(Concluded
From Page One.)
reaching second base until Ave
day to maintain a quarantine, to say ed. The new church pews are here eighth and the ninth innings, when
Camp Yeiser is again well filled
nothing of the annoyance to our peo- and a conference concerning placing he let up and gave them theie only passage was upon a standing vote
and apparently the majority for its with soldiers—mensbers of the state
them, and other mattrie in which all two hits
of the game, a man 'feelple cc those corning here for business are
adoption was large.
guards. The Third regiment came
interested is desired. Friends in'
1
•
An elaborate production of this
ot pleasure. A quarantine is a farce vited. The Little Helpers meet at ing third.
into camp yesterday late. Today the
The fielding of the L. A. Vs. vrts
famous
and successful drama which
Protection
2:30
Which
rnless it be one that is rigid in every
p. m. No services at night.
Counts.
regiment takes up routine work and
the feature of the game. Bleat and
Leading
railroaders
yesterday
in
the
not
only
delight
drills,
again
will
the
etc,
excels in stage pictures but
particular, and all that we can see in
Roberts did the battery work f
talking to local authorities as to the peopleel.A.4
FIRE
STARTED.
in
its
absorbing
story of life in a
Benton and Gourieux the.eatcastaIrK
it is employment for about fifty "inusteigesness of quarantining said that
Th
ird are "our boys." They great
BY
LIGHTNING
the
L.
A.
Lai.
The
C.
L's.
A.
city,
with
its
pathos, humor,
spectors" or guards whose chief duty
all the railroads made it a practice to are from Mlayfield, Hopkinsville, Cmn
eleven hits and-two errois and Benwill be to draw a salary from the More Than Seoca000 Loss Sustained
watch passengers from infected dis- tral City, Earlington, Henderson, Ow plots of villiany and strange charactonNtwo hits and four errors. Benton
tstcts and to notify the adthorities at ettaboro, Madisonville and Bowling ters
public treasury with scrupulous regBy a New York Company.
insists on another chance, and the L.
their
point of destination of their Green. There are no finer fellows in
ularity until frost. There is another
A. L's. will again show *bent 110W to
The Sad and the Comic
coming. This precaution was taken the state than can be found in the
New ,.York, Aug. 25.—A loss of play
base ball on the 3tst inst.
feature about the case and that is the
Clearly Intermingled.
tiot only in self-protection but with Third. And some of them are exmore tran half a million dollars was
The L. A. L's. go to ClutO Salwiay.
free advertising the "officials" will caused by a fire in stores
No. 39, 40 where they wilt tackle the crack Pabst an eye to protection of the people pierenced soldiers, too
The Great Jack Knife Bridge Scene
along their roads. Representatives
get for a month or more.
and 41 of the extensive plant of the
The Third is commanded by Col.
Bine Ribbon team, of•that city, winch of
both
the I. C. R. R. and the N., C. Jouett Henry, of Hopkinsville, who
flush Terminal Warehouse company team, no
With all its complete details, inWe do not blame th-ose who feel
doubt,
have some of and St.
L. R. R. said that the peo- has on his staff Lieut. Col. % E. H. cluding the steamer through the open
at the foot of Forty-fontth street,
loss in their trade, and they are v
the Cairo leaguers.
ple of Paducah could rest assured of Watt, Bowling Green; Mdj. E. B. draw, and a fitting climax to a powBrooklyn The fire waa started by
few, from prostesting, bye et
au- lightning during a storm just before
their heartiest co-operation in all ef- Bassett Hopkinsville, major of First erful play
Hickman 8, I. B. C.'17.
•elslaorities
.undeirwalretto establish a midnight.
forts at self-protection and full noti- battalion; Walter Powers, MattisonSeats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
Hickman, Ky., Aug. 25.—Hickman
fication of danger should any appear. ville, meteor of Second battalion; G.
quarantine there will be a mighty
Filled with thousands of bales of
defeated the I B. C's of Memphis They also
said that the governmeat Talbot Berry, akerganeeld, major of
bowl go up from the people who do cotton consigned to brokers in Man-' today in a ten-inning game. Score
inspectors on all the lines and the Third battalion; S. S. Watkins, Ownot believe in any such steps being hattan, the warehouse burned fierce- 8 to 7. In the ninth the score was
watchful care of the people in en- ensboro, major surgeon; Capt. A. C.
ly and stubbornly. The fire depart- 7to4
in favor of the I. B. C.'s. The dangered sections South
taken. Cairo is being denounced !tient.was, handicapped
was the Chapman, Louisville (formerly of
by lack of
from one end of the country to the ev-ater in that\section of Brooklyn, Hickman boys then got busy with fullest guarantee of protection to Owensboro) adjutant; Capt. Gordon
the bat and 'tied the score in the pointe a- far north
as Paducah and E. Nelson, Hopkinsville, quartermasother and the loss of business to only one main being available. Fire
TELEPHONE 548
tenth, with bases full and two out. ;be neigVboring sections.
ter; Capt. Frank D. Rash, F.arlingthat town will be felt for years to boats Frani—the- bey side of the burn- Morgan hit for two sacks, which won
ing structure did the most effective
ton, commissary; Capt. John L. DisCome. This is the way the proposithe game. The feature was the pitch
makes. Mayfield, and Capt. J. K. W.
work. A barge number of trans-AtRepresents
the
State
Board.
ing of Morgan, who went into The
tion appeals to us from a business lantic freight
Piper, Russellville, assistant surgeons
Dr.
steamers lying at the
Horace
Rivers
was
yesterday
seventh
out
and stru&
standpoint, and everything consider- Bush company's docks were in peril, box in the
eight, allowing but one bast hit. Ile appointed by the state board of Rev. Frank M. Thomas, Owensboro.
HARRY 13Ull IN1ROCILICE
health as its local representative in chaplain. Of these officers who served, we believe the open door policy but their captains immediately rut
also got a three and two two...base
Tfrfir
to be tbe best for the city as a whole. loose and floated out into the stream, hits. Spencer pitched a nice game, the iseeing of health certificates. In ed in the Philippine, are: Col. Henry,
being subireqeently picked up 'by
Capt.
assuming
Watt,
Lieut.
Col.
duties
Poers,
Maj.
his
he at once took
but weakened in the ninth. Shortstop
As to The danger incurred by the
pains to discover as to what extent Chapman, Capt. Nelson and Rev.
tugs or got -tinder way with Their
the
Kelly
for
played
star
the
game
open door, we believe there is none own steam.
• 4 ' . 117,0141.4
7/Y/
his certificates would be 'recognized Thomas.
visitors. Batteries: Dnigiud, Morbecause yellow fever is a disease forItINV
OPSY
v
in Illinois and was advised that they
battalion
COMEDY
MUSICAL
Lieut.
are:
On
staff
the
gan and Brahic; Spencer and Brady.
would be acceptable in all Semthern Allen Jenkins, Bowling Green, adeign to this climate except Whew it ALMOST SEVERS
Umpire, Dodds.
IN THREE ACTS.
Illinois
points without any additional jutant of the Third; Lieut. C. II.
WOMAN'S HEAD
is imported, and history shows that
*emit except at Cairo. Ilia health Tandy, Hopkinsville, adjutant of the
Record.
League
Season's Major
it has never proven contagious.
Own Scenery:
Virginia Soldier Murders Giel and
Philadelphia and Chicago battled authorities of Cairo will issue a per- First; Lieut. C. R. Mann, Greenville, Own Songs.
Twenty-five aides from Paducah are
mit
to
all
applicants,
Second
adjutant
by mail or letof the
Then Attempt& Suicide.
for twenty innings Thursday, the lat.Own Dances.
several cases of scarlet fever, a dister, and those, with a health certifiThe battalion quartermasters are: Own Music.
ur winning by the score of 2 111 1.
9-1
cate
Hopkinsattached,
Head,
will gain access to that Second Lieut. C. W.
Norfolk, Va., Avg 25.—Capt. E. W. This is the record for (he National
ease far more malignant, contagious
Own Ideas.
flint
Lieut.
Ira
vine,
Second
the
First;
Jones
of
company
seventy-first
E.
and fatal than yellow fever, yet our
league this seaeon.
Dr. Rivers says all persons person- Parish, Madisonville, the Second; More
regiment Virginia volunteers, yesCatchy Music.
citizens are not being wrought up by
ally known to him as being well and Second Lieut. D. D. Crabb, Morganterday killed Maud Robinson, better DO NOT BELIEVE
More Pretty Girls.
that face One case of scarlet fever known as Maud Cameuon, by almost
rot
within
the
infected fever district field, the Third.
More Artistic Dancing.
IN RACE SUICIDE..
in Paducah would cause more uneasi- svering the woinian'e head from her
for ten days can get certificates.
The company' captains are: Henry More Bright
Comedy,
nts- among the parents of this city shoulders with a razor and then at- Parents of Twentv-Thae Children Those not personally known to him H. Denhardt, company A, Bowling More Originality.
must bring reliable endorsement from Green; Ed C. Walker, company B,
than would a half a dozen eases of tempted suicide by tutting his own
and Only Forty Years Old.
More Big laughs.
people who are well known to him. Henderson; Walter P. Howard, comthroat front ear to ear with the razor
More Good Plot.
imported yellow fever.
•:, t
He will issue no certificate unlessI pany C, Owensboro; E. W. Clark,
which be used on the woman. Jones
Allentown. Pa., Aug. 25.--Mr. and
At a meeting in Louisville Thurs- is now*in St. Viircent's hospital. The
thoroughly
Hopkinsville;
satisfied
Ed L.
as to the appli- company D,
Than any other Musical Comedy
Mrs. Allen C. Depp, of Hickory Run,
day evening the members of the state murdered woman wag 23 years old with the appearances of twins yester- aant.
Yours, company E, Madisonville; R.
—ON THE ROAD.—
C. McCracken, company F. Central
board of health said that typhoid fe- Capt. Jones is' about 3o years okl day are the parents of twenty-three
Prices: 25c, 5oc and 75c.
City; Paul P. Price, company G, Earl
Gone to Memphis.
ver is far mere dangerous and hard and unmarried. The tragedy occur- children. The parents are only forty
Seats
on sale Monday at 9 a. me.
company
I,
red at the worterinai home.
This morning early Mayor Yeiser, ington; J. H. Boswell,
years old and claim, to have the largto handle than yellow lever. More
Mayfield.
'Dr.
Sights
Dr.
and
McCormack,
inest family in America, age'consiaered
people die every month in Kentucky
Many of the Third men were in the
To Stop a Nuisance.
They were married tigheeet years spector for the state board, went to
from tesosoid fever than have ever
Memphis
last night mixing among friends.
city
ta
see
.and
talk
with Dr.
ago. Six pairs of twins are now nem
The Bradshaw creek, a filthy tared in the family circle. Demi is Albright, of Nashville, of the Ten- 'they found a cordial welcome where
died from yellow few:. Three times
nessee state board of health, and Dr. ever they went.
as many people die from consump- stream of water, is doomed. The employed as a section foreman on a
When the mgiment is reviewed
Heber Jones, of the Memphis board
board of health is having warrant& railroad.
tion .than from tYPbtaid fever. The
of health, relative to recognizing in Gov. Beckham they will have the
isatied against all parties who are
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALIsame precautions that will prevent draining refuse into the creek and
that state and Isfensphie certificates brgest crow(' of, spectators yet at
MANY LIVES LOST.
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
of health issued here. They will the park.
yellow fever will also prevent typhoid declared that the nuisance shall
The general hoe is that the stay
and malarial fever. In 19°3' there abated. It is a most unhealthy place A Japanese Transport Goes to the hardly be able to return until tonight.
of the Third at Camp Yeiser will be
Bottom.
Frederick A. Peckham, the New
were in Kentucky 13,305 cases of ty- and the health antiwpritivw have deWhile fishing in shallow water in most pleasant.
termined to put a Mop to it.
York broker, was arrested at
phoid fever and 1,579 deaths, as
SaratoTok io, Aug. 25.—The Japanese San Francisco Bay in a boat, Daniel
ga Wednesday on a charge of
coinagainst 1,600 eases and 226 deaths reStraw hats were first beard of in transport Kinjo wag sunk in a;'cotli- Steitth was attacked by a school of • Five aundred delegates attended plicity in the
government
cotton
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PARIS AGOG THEATRICAL NOTES NEW DISCOVERY MANY MORE SU
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Dairy's
Deadache

ARE ACCIDENTALLY CAPTUR- PRETTY
ACTRESS CAUSES A
The plot of the% musical comedy IS
ED AFTER TWO YEARS
A
REPUTED
BANK CLERK TO GO
RELIABLE WERE
FILED IN
iyhic
h introduces he Four Iluntings
CIRCUIT
SEARCH.
CURE FOR CONSUMPASTRAY.
COURT YESTERDA'Y FOR
to Stardom is as follows: A party of
TION.
S
visitors to an insane asylum meet
COMING TERM.
tor tte first time and all imagine each
The Woman Squeals and Gives Her Party Reported
Arrested at Bah' °the!' to be one of the lunatics and
Male Pal Away, Clearing up
Brasil, While En Route to
•
uriNg the mistakes a daring scheme New York Hospital Issues the State- Big Claim Against I.
C. R. R. and
a Mystery.
ment Creating Much Interest
Give safe, prompt and positive
Buenos Ayres.
is tiacilded disclosing the villainy of
One Against Basket Company
relief for a nervracking, head
Among Physicians.
an unscrupulous guardian of his late
in Bunch.
Splitting headache.
friend's riches, but as one of the visi
They
Chicago, Aug. 25.—The mysterious
New York, Aug. 25.—Paris is agog itors is the heir and fall in love
disappearance of hundreds of trunks with a
sensation such as it ,has not with the schemer's only pretty but 'New York, Aug. 25.—Physicians of
Many attorneys and plaintiffs took
.and other baggage from railroad enjoyed since
the Humbert cast, innocent daughter, all ends happily. this city are much interested in a advantage of the last day
brains and stations in Chicago, St. says the
for filing
Herald correspondent. Un- In the meantime the actions and circular issued yesterday by the New suits in the circuit
court yesterday
Louis and 'Denver during the past til the end
York
scene
s
Post
of
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Graduate hospital, an- and consequently
of July Jean Gallay was a
comedy give the Four
quite a number
two years has just been revealed punctual empl
oye of a great Paris Hunting and their clever company a nouncing the discovery of a new were lodged with
the circuit clerk.
through the arrest here of Roy Ald- bank, earni
cure
brilli
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chan
consumption.
ng a monthly salary of
ce to display all their
It will be only io days until circu
Mild or severe
rich, alias Roy Espey, of California, $6o, out ofl
headaches,
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which be maintained a talents for singing, dancing and acro- .This new remedy is the juice of court convenes., the date
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or chronic headaches,
and a woman giving the name of wife and
being
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two children. At present be batic work.
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sick, nervous or neuralgia headSeptember 4Daisy Dean and her hope is Denver. is said to
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be a fugitive aboard a
Buford 'Harper sues the I. C. railaches—any and all headaches
They were arrested on a charge of chartered
procured by grinding and squeezing, road
steam yacht which left Las only.
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company for $ro,000 for an instealing furs from a store in the Ma- Palmas
a dbse being two ounces after
August 9 for Buenos Ayres.
meals. jury to his left hand by being caught
powders.
sonic Temple. When their rooms Discoverie
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s of clerical manipulations
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n
rollers at the local I. C. shops.
were starched the , notice found a is the bank'
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cured, and are
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ro idea of the wonderful accur
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acy patients
for men and "woolen.
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"unk
is forgotten.
immediately to that town to
giving an adequate reproducnown sorqething another suit.
it to some nearby point. After the take possession
of the prisoner as tion on the stage aroused the doubt- must be found in the diet." Now it
The I. C. railroad company was
trunk was placed in the baggage car soon as
the extraditioti preliminaries ers, but Messrs. Klimt & Gazzolo is declared that this unknown nutri- nal& defendant in a
suit of Urey
eithor the nun or woman would go are
me.nt or remedy hai been at last.
triumphed over all difficulties
dis- Young, as plaintiff, for $2,000 damand covered in
to the baggage agent, hand him half
vegetable juice.
ac omplished.For some month prior to his an- when the play was produced. in
ages for the loss of an eye alleged
Chia dollar, show the check and ask to nual vacation,
Accompanying the circular are the to
which began August 1, cago. doubt immediately turned to
have been caused by a piece or
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L. A. Philbert, Ph., Cr., Mgr.
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In not a single case did the bagthe
experiments, and they speak in the
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late J. W. Morefield, filed a ered free of charge anywhere in
matinee most
gagenureter 'refuse the request.
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sanguine terms of what has suit
and night.
High-Sounding Mks.
for $20,000 against the Merritt- city.
been
accomplished and what will thale
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WOrking of Scheme.
ilcubtless fs.11ow as the work proused vanous high-sounding titles
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Two Non-Union
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Gallay failed to return
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Only 6 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance

"t*•

Order Now and Save 2 Cents a
Bushel.
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•

5.
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New
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coot'I rite de-

Best, Kentucky Lump 1 1 Cents. Best Kentucky Nu
t 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our
Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.

C. M. BUDD, Manager
-

-
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MD
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ar resettles
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NT A.COUNTY in southern termed' and
Is osioteesee
La by doses Toting People In
.leas thee a decade ago there 'till ro eticnitlana Suggested by the
Pica.
twined a rural sectioa which the people
reelellerlvazglia
in
Aluminum is now being used ear
liar Habits of Raccoons.
What seemed to be fragmeats of• the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
Sensively as a meter hat for toilet arti- magnetic
contume
of
ly handed down from a period
ben meteor, which may have
At Shamokin. Pao some queer esaa.
cles. It has advantages over ailves descended to the earth
isms have survived the march of progfC1-1-fL"-1-142 +Ala
centuries ago, when this portion of the county was boasted
by'bopassable roads and covered with deem solateas es p southern tomeerveser et
In being light in weight and novel was discovered the
ress among the Pole. and Rua/liana
other day by some
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind La the
the Ways of the Seemingly la".
tarnishing, while it costs less and cap laborers
who are excavating' a aellas march
tine of them observances is "switchof pregrem The farm wagon conbe treated in an equally artistic: man- en Knickerbocker
tolLigent Little Dealosao
avenue. at Cornelia veyed the family to elouth on
big day." It is a !aeon% day for
aer, says Boston Budget.
of tho Woods.
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die- the people on the prairie Sundaes whoa
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rode in "spring
With a can of deviled ham one can *ovary was made at
rather then eloquent:" of tongue, capa depth of 40 foot. wagons" or owned haggles. There was one
pork wonders sometimes if one has It being necessary to remove
owalmal psychology I. to be studied, tures the
a hill se prevailing style of architecture, which is mai
belies of the eeninitmity,
St. Louis and Tenessee River Packa reliable cue to begin operations. feet high before the sidewa
I see, in Paris," said an observant says an easter
lk level warn frequently seen, the square log home with
n exchange.
Wizen
et company—the cheapest and beef
For instance, have a small can of it Peached.
recently, according to the
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the alai.
....For days the man has been in train'
and mix it through two gills of cream
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in The lights etreamrig through the one small New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and tag for the ran of his life, while the excursioNout of Paducah.
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
he cellar excavation the men came window showed such decorations an the the scientists are going to take the maida adjure °emote and rub liniwells as • shotgun sad rifle, the hero pow' subject up in a spitena
gill of consomme in which is die- apon the hard subste
atio way. That ment on their kneecaps every night
mos, and at first der flask and hunting pouch,
and trophies II a good plan. It is a broad
solved half an ounce or even less believed it nothin
field, and ere wowing slumber.
g but solid rock. Its of the hunt, while oa winter•evening
Finally the
s the research along these lines
gelatine. Put this into paper cases extraordinary weight
will no morning of "switabireg day" arrives.
, however. made 'leering firelight from the cavernous firedoubt be productive of much interes
or into little china molds and set them examine it more
t- The man sees before hitleall the maid'.
closely, and place threw shadows in and out among the
ing data. Heretofore what acieati
an ice for as long a timie as fleet., when they cut into a large
sta me of his village. He may take his
piece of festoons,of osiona, a dried pumpkin, &ad
have
sary. or longer, and unmold when the matter they found the interio
said
along this line, and in fact pick. All be must
r was "milddlin's" suspendeeLfrom the-rafters.
do is to catch and
serving.
The house in which Wester Lane was been all they have learned, has been of
▪ solid mass of iron ore beneath a
a switch and duck with water the one
stood in a small cleared space in the heart theoretical nature, anti
Old po'atoea should always be rarface several inches deep
it may be said of his choice--the maid whom he
of hard of the "juegee." here
she grew to lemma, that animal psychology has not
placed over the stove in cold water tined yellow clay.
passed would have for his wife. If also 1.
It is a trip of pleasure, COW1011
hoed
with
tie
wider
experien
ce
with
the m& beyond the parely experimental
and new potatoes in boiling water
The search was extended further, aide world than the
stage. fleeter of foot than he and escapes
weekday
walk to tie
and
rest; good service, good tablet
"Darwi
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n
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other his quarry she seldom Fete away,
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and before cooxing.
Her first hardship came to her at theago scientist when he took up the study of though hie feet are sled In
bead. All the matter was turned over
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Epicurean butter is served with I. Frank N. f3ohell, the contra
of six, when she must trudge each day fog the emotions and the means of ex- shoes.
ctor,
For other information apply to Jas.
Ij miles to the district echool. But school pressing them, but even this
grilled meats, etc. To m.hke it, put who will transfer the relics
"Swttehing day" at Obsosokta
splendid
to some days
in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys treatise is lacking in that
Koger, Superintendent;
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butter museum.
Frank E.
definite data Master Sundso, when all the was and
getting the most of the "echoolin" became which would
In a small bowl, and work into it
place animal psychology lamas of the etrantry round
Brown,
11 appears to me," said Mr. SchelIC the
'stoma
.
about
girls married and had no use for it. among
thoroughly with the poiat of a slip "that when this meteor
the so-called inset sciences. gather at the
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McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MOSQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
'THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXERCISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

from Deadwood, South
Dakota,
where he attended the national convention of railroad commissioners.
He says the meeting was a very intereating one. The next meeting will
be held at Washington, D. C,, April
2, 1906.
The officers Of the encampment
last night tendered
thel young
men of the city a complimentary
ounce in return for the favors shown
them since the encampment begun.
The dance was at the park pavilion
and there were present a large gathering of the bellea and beaux of the city.
The function was a very pleasant oue
in all respects.

POPULAR WANTS

When Youre'Dry asafish'

Miss Anna Berry is visiting in
WANTED—First-class cook for
.16et ropolis.
smelt! family. Inquire at 408 WashMr. and Mrs. S. L. Ward, of Memington street.
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK
ti
THAT
phis, are in the city.
QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
Vv7ANTED: Six colored waiters.
Miss Carbyne Taylor, of Mayfild,
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
Enquire of Mrs. Katie Craig, at Fifth
is the guest of Mrs. Chas. Horton,
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
andi Jefferson.
of trio Clay street.
Aft. J. J. Freundlich has gone to
FOR 'SALE—Store window and
Neia- York again.
door frames. Can be seen at 317
1104. Zeb. A. Stewart, democrat
Broadway. Phone r715 for prices.
nominee for representative of CalloIS GUARANTEED TO KEEP way, is in the city.
FOR
RENT—Furnished rooms
Mr. Pat Donegan returns today
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT TJP IN
HE IS FROM PADUCAH.
within three blocks of Fourth and
to 'Paris, Tenn., after visiting his parTWO SIZES, toe AND 25c.
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
ents,
Another Story About Dewey TranMANUFACTURED ONLY AT
Dr. Jim Dismukes, of Mayfield,
tham From St. Louis,
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
was in the city yesterday.
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
ANYWHERE, IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SEMiss Mary Byrn is visiting there
Dewey Trantharn, of St. Louis, and cistern water. Apply 553 North
from Cairo.
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PERwho though only about four yaars old Sixth.
Mrs. H. B. Bennett, of Dycusburg, has made
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
himself famous in that city
and sister Miss Crome, of Kuttawa, as
FOR RENT—A store house and
a habitual runaway, yesterday add
EVERY DROP IS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
are the guests of their sister, Mrs. ee. to his
noted career by dressing residence above, at 5503 South Third
Prescriptions called for and delivRobertson of Harrison street.
limaelf in a little sister's dress and street. Apply at ---783-1Centucky
ered to any part of the city.
iMrs. 'C. L. Faust is !home from once more
scampeing away, but was avenue.
Phones No. 180.
Dixon Springs. She and Mr. Faust caught
before he had gone far. Dewleave Sunday for Chicago.
Cor. Oh and Broadway,
ey Trantham has several times been
FOR RENT—A seven room house
Mir. A. B. Smith hasreturned from written up
next
to drug store, Third and Jackin
the
St.
Louis
papers
PADUCAH,
beKENTUCKY.
a trip to Colorado Spr‘ings, Cal.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
cause of his runaway escapades and son street. Sewer and gas connecMiss May Dilday, of Indianapolis, a short time
back the St. Louis Post tion. D. A. Yeiser.
arrived yesterday from Dyersburg, Dispatch
Saturday Morning, Aug. 26, 19o5.
devoted almost a page to
Tenn., to visit Miss Emma Niehaus. him because
WANTED—Boy of from 12 to 15
of the fact it was naMr. W. J. Hills and family left rater that his
parents were date( to years of age to work in office.
yesterday for Michigan.
him in keeping him tied up "like a Chance for promotion. Address in
Mrs. Ira Sims and daughter are dog." • Investigation
developed the own handwriting, H. E. F., care of
visiting relatives in Stargis, Ky.
practice of the babe in running off Register office.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE
INA; 'Ethel Beal has returned to and that no
other way but to tie him
TELEPHONE
CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
her home in Murray, Ky., after a had been
FOR SALE—A two-story frame UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
found which would keep
The Kentucky Realty Co., io8 Fra- visit to Miss Nellie Gardner,
of West him at home notwithstandin
g his ten dwelling, seven rooms, hint recep- THIS SERVICE.
ternity Building. Old phone 851.
Nronroe street.
*Maur
der age. ,His penchant, his parents tion hall, hot and cold water, good
—The new entrance to the galMirs. C. T. Trueheart and daughter, declared, Is to
Anderson,
Crawford,
Gibson,
N.
A.
Russel,
Wm.
out
buildings,
nice
yard
with
shade
run
away and this he
kry from Fifth street has been com- Miss Carrie,
of Louisville, returned will do while they
Rust, G. W.
Green, Dr.
and others are trees. Wil sell on terIns to snit pur- Albritton, E. W.
pleted at the Kentucky.
home yesterday after a visit to watching him.
Allcock, Oliver.
chaser.
Shelton.
Price
Dr.
reasonable.
Apply
at
—There was no session of police brothers and sisters here.
Hod ges, N. A.
Simmons, Sephous.
The parents of the little lad form- 924 North Seventh street. New Barton & Parrot.
court yesterday morning on account
Jones, Q. L
Mks. • L. L. Boswell has returned erly lived in
lialdree, Chas.
Thomas. L.
Paducah and they have phone No. 630.
of there being no business.
from a visit to Fulton.
Maaen, I- H.
Baldry*,
J.
R.
been in St. Louis but a short while.
Thomas. H. K.
—The directors of the horse show
Miss Georgia Moxbey is visiting in It is said that
Bcrger, Edward.
Mason, Dick.
Thomas, Dr.
when living here Dew- Big Harmony Singing
save deferred their meeting until
Tomorrow. Camcy, B. B.
i
ey was evert then often guilty
Monroe, J. W.
Thompson, J. T.
Monday night when the program
.of
Tomorrow promises to be a big Crosa, W. A.
Officer A. T. .Hurley and wife left naming away
Murphy,
A.
H.
Tompson.
and some almost in- day at Old Harmony church and the
committee will file its report.
last nig4rt for a visit to west Ten- credible stories
Davis, AWE.
Nestler, John,
Thompson, Hazard.
of his escapades are event will eclipse any event that
—Mrs. S. J. Clark, of twenty-first nessee.
has Donovan, J. A.
Otey, Dr.
Thompson, Thomas.
told of him..
and Clark streets, was shocked Mon- :Capt.
been held there ficai some time. The Dossett, G. W.
Max Sebolt is in Louisville on
Otey, B.
Townsend, H. M.
day morning by a bolt of lightning business
old Southern harmony singers for Fristoe, R. H.
Parrot, Arcian.
V1 alters. Lee.
THERE ARE BURGLARS ABOUT many miles around
striking a tree in the rear of her
will be there in Fry, J. W.
Miss !Marjorie Sayre is visiting in
Pryor, 5. S.
NVarford, J. B.
residence. She was 9tandng near a Princeton, Ky.
countless numbers. Mr. E. B. Har- Garton, B. F.
Qnisenberry, J. L.
Watkins, J. T.
Resident of Mr. W. M. Janes and Sa- bour, Wm.
screen door.
Hart and May Trice are Garton, W. A.
'Mi's's Attie Foster has returned
Rives, S. 0.
Whittemore,
R. W.
loon
of
J.
W.
Moore
Entered.
—Eight bogs have been captured from a visit to Mayfield.
among the old-tirra. singers who will
roaming promiscously over the city
go
WE
ARE
out
ADDING
from
Paducah
to
MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS
attend. There
Alter a severa) nights rest the burgTO
Mr. Ben Frank has returned to
and are now in the city pound. If Calvert City
will be a big basket dinner and the OUR LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
where he is running a lars have resumed business.
not taken out by 5 o'clock this morn- logging
The residence of Mr. W. Mu. Janes, singing will continue throughout the CALL CHIEF OPERATOR.
camp.
ing the judge of ebe police court will
of
333 North Seventh street, was day.
Mr. G. H. HUMITTer,
, of Mt. Vet-set a day for them to be sold.
The Harmony church is located oft
nor, Ill., traveling freight agent for visited Thursday night by an unweithe
Ogden road north of Grahamcorned
intruder
but he was frightenthe Frisco is at the Palmer.
'
Arrests by the Police.
Mr. F. WI. Harbor, of the I .C. at ed away before he had seemed any ville.
George Moffatt, a bog, was arrest- Louisville, is in the city.
booty.
ed by officers Hessian and Rogers on
The burglar gained entrance to the
House Accidentally Fired.
Mrs. Sarah E. Harper is ill at her
the charge of stealing a 'bicycle from home on Third street.
The residence of Mrs. Roberts, at
Janes home by cutting a screen door
Henry Ma-rumen.
Nri% Lucille Derrington thus re- and then reaching in and renaming 703 South Third street caught fire
Beno sanders was arrested on a turned to her homr in St. Louis after theolatc h hook.
hate Thursdia night in, a peculiar
vagrancy charge.
Mr. Janes wa, awakened. just in flaunter. The paper balloon that was
a visit to relativell here.
Patrolman Beadles and Rogers
Dr. Frank Boyd has returned from time to see the man raise his head sent up from Wallace Park about
arrested Annie Parker, colored, for a trip to Canada and several north- front the foot of the bed where he fro o'clock sailed over to the city, a
being drunk and disorderly.
ern resorts. Mts. Boyd arrives to- was busy examining Mr. Janes coat Ic5stance of about two miles and fell
A warrant was serves, on Miss morrow.
for money. An appeal for help was on Mrs. Roberts 'home and ignited
Ffanora Trezevant for suffering a nuiMrs. Robert Finney left today for immediatly sounded, and the burirliar the roof. Pedestrains passing at the
sance in the draining of water from a visit at Caseyville.
made his exit out through two other time noticed the blaze and extinher laundry on West Monroe street.
Mra. William Hay and daughter, rooms; and out the door which be en- guished it before any danage to the
Miss Robbie Hay, leave tomorrow tered. He disappeared in the alley building resulted.
at the rear of the house. Mr. Janes
for Clarksville, Tenn.
District Politicians in City.
Several district politic-am from
Mrs. A. C. Holder, of Lake Provi- says he does not know whether the
After License Deliniluents.
City License Inspector Ed Rivers
strric,iincing towns were at the Palmer dence, La., and Mrs. Albert Morrison man was white or black as he was
last meht. Among those seen in and children of St. Louis, are the too excited to pay any attention to is going after parties who have failed to take out license for their busithe Palmer -lobby were: Hon. Conn guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Morri- the man.
The saloon of J. Wl Moore, at Sev- ness. He is going over the license
Linn, Murray, the democratic nomi- son.
Mrs. H. G. Easterly and Ellen enth and Adams was entered Thum- books and all persona in every line of
nee for state se?atiir. in the Second
a
&strict; Hop..Zeb A. Stewart, demo- Caldwell, of carboncbale, Ill., and day night aliso and several quarts of business who have not secured their
cratic nominee for representative of Miss Nannie Caldwell and Master booze, a aivantity of 'molting ma- license he is having warrants issued
Calli*Pay county; Mr. J. H. Keys, of Robert Caldwell, of Natchetoches, terial and one dollar in each was against them. The time for paying
them is, past due and 'Mr. Rivera is
. Murray; Editor E. P. Phillips., of La., are guests of Dr. Delia Cald- stolen.
seeing that the matter is not delayed
l'iforray; Attorneys Gli3. Thomas and well.
any longer.
The Vote Counted.
Mrs. J. S. Grump of Columbus.
Joe Warren.- of Mayfield.
The democratic city committee met
Ind., who was called to the city by
night in the city hal) to count the
lust
the
Notice to Coal Dealers.
illness
d-aughter.
/Ara
her
Dr.
of
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids will be received for coal for
Bids for the building rscw occupied C. E. Whitesides, arrived yesterday. vote of the recent city primary elec121 John V. Terrell as a .5-table on She will remain until Mrs. Wilitesides, tion and award certificates of election all the school buildings. Bids asked
by the carload, also per bushel.
Fifth street will be received by the who is better, is able to go to Co- to the lucky persons.
There were no changes in the re- About r6 carloads used. All coal to
lumbus to fully recover.
undersigned until Sept. 5.
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
or the number of votes each one be weighed on city scales. The charMr. S. T. Mueller, night clerk at the
G. R. DAVIS,
Regthe
published
received
a,
was
acter
in
of
coal
Palmer
house,
wanted
nut.
returned
bas
from
is
and
lump
a
Pres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
Discontinued.
visit to Union City. Mr. Lawrence ister of Tuesday morning.
W. N. PITCHER,
The certificates of nomination were
Clerk School Board
Gidvelnized Thither Roofing war- Razor has been filling the position
issued accordingly.
ranted for steep or Oat roof or over doting his absence.
PLAIN
LACE
CURTAINS
old hingle9, requires no coating or .E. C. Talbott and C. T. Kennedy,
LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENTS A
More Damage Reported.
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi- advance agents for the Parker car!Reports, of damages to railroad and PAIR; FANCY. 35 CENTS. BLANcago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local nival company. are in the city making arrangements to begin advertis- telegraph wires from the winds and KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
agents.
ing for the Paducah Traveling Men's rain of Thursday morning oin- WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
tinue to roll in. The trains were de- THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
Messrs I.at and Ed Dupree-, big carnival.
PAD, TOILET SUPPLY CO.
FOR YOUR DINNER
Saraseant Adams, of the Bowling layed yesterday on account of the I.
insurance dealers. of Nlayfield, are
Old Phone Aims.
Green comipany now at "Camp Yei- C11. wires being blown down.
350 EVERY DAY EXCEPT- SUNDAY.
in the city.
ser" is a brother of Mr. G. Porter
1130 UNTIL 2 P. M.
RUBBER TIRES.
Notice to the Public.
Adatne, linotype operator for The
SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e„ 12:3o to 3.
DINNER
For cash, until September 1st.
All parties desiring to go into
Register.
Cairo can receive permits by making will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
Governor Beckham will give •
breakfast this morning at TO o'clock application, by letter or telegram, to International solid two-wire rubber
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
tires at to per cent, discount from
S A. FOWLER,
at his camp and has invited the folA CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
Supt. St. Dick Fowler, regular prices. J. V. GREIF, ManSenator
lowing
to participate:
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU- 'Wheeler Campbell, Mr. WallaciThe general in command of the reWeil, Misses, Ethel Morrow. Rudy
BLES.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECFrank Just has added a handBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE Corbett and Louise Cox and Mr. and cent field operations in Scotland by
before
tonhis
rooms
to
"battle"
ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
IAL
some
suite
bath
volunteer
of
clopped
;
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- Mrs. Harry Tandy.
parlor. - Fine shower and
Railroad Commissioner McD7Fer- it was half over. But it was exFECT HEALTH.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG fro9on came up yesterday from La- plained afterward that he "hail to needle baths, 525 Broadway, next
OLD PHONE NO. 2cia.
door to the Register office.
Center. He returned a few daya ago catch a train."
STORES.
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Peoples' Independent Telephone Co

Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

*

The Standard Flour of
The World,
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Call Camp Yeiser Over

EAST TENNESSEE TREMOR CO.
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Lemon Chill Tonic
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FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCORPORATED.

Both 'Phones 295.
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